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Could Sealants Really Save Lives?
Case Study of Building Leaks and Missing

Sealants as a Sign of Significant Failure

Sara C. Guerrero, P.E.
Steven P. Bentz, P.E., R.B.E.C.

A project intended to stop leaks and provide some remedial
sealant replacement escalated into a major structural project
at the corner of a four-story, wood-framed residential
condominium in Silver Spring, Maryland. Three unit owners, at
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floor levels, had reported excessive
water infiltration during severe weather events; however, the
worst problems lay hidden within the structure.

Preliminary requests from the property manager were for a
sealant assessment to determine if sealant replacement would
correct the reported leaks. A cursory visual assessment of
cladding components and windows led to commencement of a
design-build effort between FEA and a local restoration
contractor.

Readily apparent exterior defects at the subject tier of leaking
units included windows installed upside down, open joints
around and between dissimilar materials, and poorly detailed
wall penetrations, all of which led FEA to conclude that the real
problem was more involved than a simple sealant replacement
project. The cement board panels and brick masonry veneer
were the primary exterior cladding materials at this corner of
the building, in combination with the wood-framed structure
and wood French door assemblies and the aluminum-framed
windows.
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The exterior cement board panels were installed over a
typical, sheet-applied polyethylene "house wrap" system on
top of plywood sheathing. French door systems installed on
the third and fourth floor levels had improper perimeter details
comprised of poorly lapped sheet goods, tapes, and
incompatible peel-and-stick materials. Window assemblies
had been installed upside down at the upper floors without pan
flashings beneath the windows. Typical residential details had
been installed poorly and were contributing to the leaks
observed by condominium owners during wind-driven rain
events - including several hurricanes in recent years. To
further compound these issues, the street on which the
building was located had reportedly formed a wind tunnel of
sorts in recent years, due to the construction of multiple,
adjacent high-rise condominium buildings.

It seemed apparent that throughout the six years since the
condominium had been constructed, water and air had
persistently penetrated these noted weak points and defects
in the building envelope. Preliminary observations illustrated
that exterior joints were typically unsealed and allowed water
to travel freely through the existing wall assembly, resulting in
water-damaged interior finishes (including wood flooring and
drywall) on three of the four levels of the wood-framed
building.

FEA, property management, the contractor and the
manufacturer worked together to develop a flexible
design/build approach for the building envelope repair project.
The design incorporated a waterproofing system that could
meet all the necessary detailing requirements, be applied
quickly to potentially wet substrates, and could also be applied
in just about any weather conditions - with a five-year
manufacturer warranty. Rather than a minimal exterior sealant
installation, which relies on the waterproof integrity of existing
cladding components and assemblies, the new system was
comprised of a sealant-like material applied in a membrane
application beneath cladding materials.

Once the demolition of the existing wall components and
removal of the cement board panels was completed by the
contractor, visible dark spots within the plywood sheathing
throughout the corner wall assemblies clearly indicated
underlying problems of water damage and rot of the wood
sheathing and framing components. The visible wood rot
spanned at the corner from the bottom of the second floor to
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the underside of the fourth floor, with other isolated locations
of wood rot around window header assemblies. In general, it
appeared that open gaps in the original house wrap system
had combined with the open joints in the exterior cement
board panels to allow for thorough saturation and eventual rot
of the wood structural components over the past six years.

The sealant replacement project now had become a structural
restoration program. Any water that had entered the exterior
cladding components was able to directly enter and saturate
the wood framing through open laps in the house wrap, and no
evaporation of the stored moisture appeared to have been
made possible due to the building elevation exposure and
cladding components. Essentially, moisture could find its way
into the wall but could not drain or evaporate out of the wall.

Despite the increased scope of work and resultant additional
unforeseen costs, all parties agreed that addressing of the
uncovered structural deterioration was not only essential to
the project, but to the health and safety of the public and
existing building occupants. The contractor was authorized to
proceed with removal and replacement of existing deteriorated
wood sheathing and wood framing members, which included
corner post replacement at two floors, header replacement at
several windows, and supplemental wood blocking to
reinforce a portion of the floor framing joists, prior to
installation of the waterproofing system.

The air and water barrier and sealant membrane system was
then installed by the contractor to protect the new wood
components by providing a complete, durable elastomeric
assembly, which would be unaffected by any future gaps or
water retained within exterior cladding components. Though
only the corner work area received this assembly,
manufacturer technical support provided clear direction on
termination of the membrane behind adjacent wall components
and at exterior wall openings with the liquid membrane flashing
material, and issued a five-year warranty at the completion of
the project.

If left undiscovered, this wood rot may have taken many more
years to become visible through floor and finish deflections
within the units. Over time, heavy wind-driven rains would
have worsened the deterioration, and a structural collapse
could have occurred. Had the management not considered a
sealant replacement project and had cladding not been
removed to illustrate the extent of the water infiltration and
resulting wood rot, these pesky leaks could have resulted in
severe damage or, quite possibly, the loss of lives. What
began as a sealant installation project became a life-saving
structural repair.

In the end a watertight, sealant system installation and a
structurally sound, wood-framed building envelope were the
final project result. The completed project should provide
peace of mind to the engineer, contractor, manufacturer, and
building owner, and also to anyone living in the units, or
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walking along the nearby sidewalk, for the foreseeable future.


